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ABSTRACT  

 

Objectives: Research on the Spatial Planning Process and form of the Kei Indig-enous Law Community (MHA) in Utan Soin Hoor 

Arki and Utan Vutwa Ohoitel Kei Besar Utara Timur, which is a study of applicable customary law norms and a living law that 

regulated by the process spatial planning and forms of MHA spatial planning. 

 

Methodology: This research is normative research to find the norms that regu-lated by a process and form of spatial planning. 

The resource persons are tradi-tional leaders who are considered to understand and know the norms of a process and form of 

MHA spatial planning in Ohoi Hollat, Kilwair, Ohoiwirin, Tuburn-gil, and Yamtimur. Based on purposive sampling, in Utan soin 

Hoor Arki and Utan Vutwa Ohoitel as many as 12 people. 

 

Results: The results are shown that a process of spatial planning started from the ancestors, when there was a consensus between 

indigenous peoples and their leaders in the density of the customary council (Saniri) to carry out any process of determining an 

area based on its designation. Therefore, the form of spatial planning in the Kei Indigenous Peoples as follows: (1) Warin Vaweon: 

primary forest area; (2) Warin: permanent production forest area; (3) Hooks: garden area; (4) Skirt: garden area near the village; 

(5) 7: The sago hamlet area; (6) Hook/Ve/Vee Ohoi Murin: garden area around the village; (7) Ohoi: village area; (8) Ruat met 

soin: Coastal area. Apart from that, there are also forms of spatial planning based on ownership, such as: (1) Patuanan ohoi: 

petuanan kampung; (2) Patuanan Rahan faam/buuk faan: patuanan clan (soa); (3) Patuanan guides riin matan; family guide. 

Third: The contribution of batbatang fit roa fit for national development is local wisdom based on the law of hawear balwirin in 

spatial planning. 

 

Key words: Customary Law Community, Process, and Form of Spatial Planning 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

According to the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, Article 33 paragraph (3) stated that earth, water, and natural 

resources contained and controlled by the state and used as much as possible for the prosperity of the people. Article 33 paragraph 

(3) of the 1945 Constitution is the embodiment of the right to control the state, as regulated in Article 2 paragraph (2) of Law 

Number 5 of 1960 concerning Basic Agrarian Regulations, which authorizes the state to: (1) Regulate and administering the 

designation, use, supply and maintenance of earth, water and space. Determine and regulate legal relations between people and 

earth, water and space, then between people and legal actions concerning earth, water, and space. 

Based on the authority to regulate and administer a designation, use, supply and maintenance of earth, water and space, the State 

regulates for any process and form of national spatial planning as regulated in Law Number 26 of 2007 concerning National Spatial 

Planning. Implementation of the spatial plan refers to Law Number 26 of 2007, Government Regulation Number 38 of 2007, 

Decree of the Minister of Settlement and Regional Infrastructure Number 327/KPTS/M/2002, as well as Regulation of the Minister 

of Public Works Number 16/PRT/M/2009. This is a series of processes and procedures for the preparation of spatial plans, as well 

as an establishment of regional regulations on spatial plans. 

On the other hand, there is a reality for Customary Law Community (MHA) has had and practiced for generations local wisdom 

relating to the process and form of spatial planning, which has been proven to have contributed to the sustainability of natural 

resources for the present and future generations. However, there are often accusations against MHA destroying forests and natural 

resources, which are the place where they live. This kind of accusation does not have strong legitimacy, because it was proven that 

MHA is able to protect natural resources such as taking care of their own mother, to stay healthy, and to give milk or life to their 

children. MHA metaphors forest, land, as mother as several MHA in West Papua call it by terms in the language of the Arfak-

Meyah Tribe called by Mosu Efen Meng Ofot; The Arfak-Hatam people call them by their names such as Arij Mot Mem; The 

Arfak Sougb tribe is known as the Sirepera Cinoko Amenya; Maibrat-Aifat Tribe: Taof Mesia Tabam Me Poit; The Wamesa tribe 

say: Rei pai tutir kakopa pai sanduma mai nina; implies that forests, land and water (rivers, lakes, coasts and seas) must be 

preserved, such as taking care of a mother as a "mama" who gives milk, food (life) to her child. 

The Customary Law Community (MHA) in the Kei Islands, Southeast Maluku, already has a variety of local wisdom that has even 

been incarnated in the legal norms of Larvul Ngabal regarding the process and form of spatial planning. These various local 

wisdoms need to be explored, formulated, and documented into legal materials that can be used as material for the formation of 

national laws. For this reason, the research problems are formulated as follows: (1) How is the Spatial Planning Process for 

Customary Law Community; (2) What is the Form of Arrangement of the Kei Indigenous Law Community in Utan Soin Hoar 
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Arki and Utan Vutwa Ohoitel (3) How is the Contribution of the Process and Form of Spatial Planning of MHA to the National 

Spatial Planning. 

TEORITICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

Spatial Planning Concept 

 

Spatial planning is understood as a system which means that the planning, utilization, and control of space utilization. There are in 

accordance with the designation stipulated in the National, Provincial, and Regency/City Spatial Planning. Article 1 paragraph (2), 

Law Number 26 of 2007 concerning Spatial Planning, states: "Spatial planning is a form of spatial structure and spatial pattern". 

Then in paragraphs (3) and (4), explain in more detail, such as spatial structure is the arrangement of settlement centers and a 

network system of infrastructure and facilities. Many function as a supporter of socio-economic activities of the community which 

hierarchically have functional relationships. While, a spatial pattern is the distribution of space allocation in an area which includes 

the allotment of space for protection functions and allotment of space for cultivation functions. Paragraph (5) provides a definition 

of spatial planning, such a "process of planning from spatial planning, its utilization and control, which is carried out systemically”. 

 

These articles shown that the pattern and structure of the use of "space" is understood as a place of possession and width. This also 

includes three dimensions, such as land, sea, and air which are highlighted both horizontally and vertically. Thus, spatial planning 

(PR) is related to economic, ecological, social, and cultural elements as well as various interests with need to be systematically 

managed, it can be sustainable. 

 

The principle of spatial planning contained in Article 2 stated that spatial planning is carried out based on the principles of 

integration, harmony, and balance. Additionally, there are also sustainability, efficiency and effectiveness, openness, togetherness, 

partnership, protection of public interests, legal certainty, justice, and accountability. 

 

The purpose of spatial planning, which is emphasized in Article 3 states: The implementation of spatial planning aims to:  

a. Create a safe national territory 

b. Realizing a comfortable national territory 

c. Realizing a productive national territory 

d. Realizing a sustainable national territory 

 

Environmentally oriented goals can be maintained and even improved, including anticipation for regional economic development 

after non-renewable natural resources (SDA) are exhausted. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Spatial Planning and National Development Planning System 
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a. Process and Form of Regency/City Spatial Planning according to Law 

 

The general spatial plan is a regional spatial planning device that is prepared based on an administrative area approach, which 

hierarchically consists of a national regional spatial plan, a provincial spatial plan, and a regency/city spatial plan. The general 

national spatial plan is a policy direction and strategy for the use of national space. There is also prepared to maintain national 

integrity, balance and harmony in development between regions and between sectors, as well as harmony between the natural 

environment and the artificial environment to improve people's welfare. 

 

b. The general provincial spatial plan is an operational policy plan from the National RTRW which contains a provincial regional 

development strategy, through optimizing the use of resources, synchronizing sector development, coordinating across 

districts/cities and sectors, as well as dividing the roles and functions of districts/cities in regional development overall. 

 

c. The general district/city spatial plan is an elaboration of the provincial RTRW into district/city regional development policies 

and strategies. There  are in accordance with their functions and roles in the overall provincial area development plan operational. 

The detailed spatial plan is an elaboration of the RTRW in a limited area, into a utilization regulation plan that has a binding 

physical dimension and is operational in nature. The detailed spatial plan functions as an instrument for the realization of space, 

especially as a reference in providing planning advice in local building arrangements and building and environmental planning 

plans. 

 

B. Process and Form of Regency/City Spatial Planning According to 

Constitution 

 

Process and Mechanism of Preparation of Regency RTRW Based on the Decree of the Minister of Settlement and Regional 

Infrastructure Number 327/KPTS/M/2002. In more detail, the Government has set guidelines for district/city governments 

regarding the Process and Mechanism of Preparation of the Regency RTRW as regulated in the Decree of the Minister of Settlement 

and Regional Infrastructure (KEPMENKIMPRASWIL) No. 327/KPTS/M/2002 concerning guidelines for processes and 

mechanisms about drafting district spatial plans. 

 

The District Spatial Planning (RTRW) is prepared by the district autonomous regions by taking into account other RTRWs, at a 

deeper level of internal accuracy, at the district scale, and will be explained as follows: 

 

a. District RTRW Scale and Period 

 

District Spatial Planning (RTRW) is a spatial plan within the district administration area with a minimum level of accuracy of a 

scale of 1:100,000 with a planning period of 10 years. The Regency RTRW is prepared with estimated trends and direction of 

development to meet future development needs in accordance with the planning period. The preparation of the Regency RTRW is 

based on planning principles such as harmony, harmony, integration. Sustainability within the scope of district and its relation to 

the province and surrounding districts. 

 

b. District Spatial Planning Goals and Objectives 

 

The purpose of district spatial planning is to create district space that meets development needs by always being environmentally 

friendly, efficient in investment allocation, synergy, and can be used as a reference in the preparation of development programs to 

achieve community welfare. The targets of district spatial planning (KEPMENKIMPRASWIL No. 327/KPTS/M/2002) are: 

 

a. Controlled development in the district, whether carried out by the government or by the community 

b. Creating harmony between protected by areas and cultivated areas 

c. The preparation of plans and integration of development programs in the district 

d. Encouraging interests in public and business investment in the district 

e. Coordinated development between regions and development sectors 

 

c. Functions of the Regency RTRW 

The functions of the Regency RTRW (KEPMENKIMPRASWIL.No.327/ KPTS/M/2002) are: 

 

a. As a spatial dimension of regional development; 

b. As the basic policy for the use of space in the regency area; 

c. As a tool to realize the balance of development between districts, regions, and harmony between sectors; 

d. As a tool for allocating investments made by the government, the public, and the private sector; 

e. As a guideline for the preparation of detailed regional spatial plans; 

f. As the basis for controlling the use of spaces; 

g. As a basis for granting permits for large-scale development locations. 

 

d. Substance Depth of Regency RTRW 

The Regency Spatial Planning (RTRW) is prepared with a depth of substance that is in accordance with the accuracy or scale of 

the map. The unit of analysis used in the Regency RTRW is the sub-district, while the infrastructure network system is described 

by the depth of the primary and secondary systems. 
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e. Regency RTRW Products 

The District Spatial Planning (RTRW) is presented with several products consisting of: Data and Analysis Books; Plan Book; Map 

album with a minimum level of accuracy 1:100,000 scale. 

 

f. The process of preparing the Regency Spatial Plan (RTRW) (KEPMENKIMPRASWIL.No.327/KPTS/M/2002) includes the 

following stages: Preparation; Reviewing the previous Regency RTRW; Data and information collection; Analysis; Conception or 

formulation of concept plans; Legalization of the plan into a Regional Regulation. 

 

In the process of preparing the Regency RTRW, community participation must be involved in the entire process starting from the 

preparation stage to the ratification stage. For this reason, the Regency Government must always invite the community to be 

involved in every stage of the preparation of the Regency RTRW. The forms of community participation in the preparation of the 

Regency RTRW can be in the form of: Providing input in determining the direction of development; Identification of various 

development potentials and problems; Providing input in the formulation of the Regency RTRW; Providing information or 

opinions in the formulation of spatial planning strategies; Submission of objections or objections to the Regency RTRW draft; 

Cooperation in research and development; and expert assistance. 

 

C. ARCHIPELAGO INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN KEI ISLANDS 

 

In the basic philosophy of indigenous peoples in the Kei Islands, the patrilineal communities in the Kei Islands have very close 

kinship relations. "Vu'ut Ain Mehe Ngifun, Manut Ain Mehe Tilur" (Egg of one fish and one bird), meaning that indigenous 

peoples believe that they come from one lineage. Since the ancestors until now, the adage "ain ni ain" (we are all one) is still firmly 

held by the Kei people. The ancestral advice which is the main point of view of life is as follows: 

 

a. Itdok foo hoi itmian fo nuhu (We inhabit/occupy the village/village where we live and eat from nature/the land) 

b. Itdok it did kuwat dokwain itwivnon it did mimiir/bemiir (we take our place and keep tiptoeing our share) 

c. Itwarnon afa ohoi nuhu enhov this is customary law (we still bear the interests of the village / village of Akita with its customary 

law) 

d. Itwait teblo gray hair (we live honestly and keep walking upright) 

Ikbo customary law enfangnan enbatang haraang (only then will customary law love/protect us) 

e. Nit yamad ubudtaran, nusid teod erhoverbatang fangnan (so that our ancestors also take care and love us) 

f. Duad enfangnan wuk (and Allah protects us too) 

 

A philosophy of living in togetherness and balance with nature and the environment is reflected in the ancestral stories, which until 

now have always been advised to their children and grandchildren. The ancestral advice is passed down in the form of songs or 

proverbs. The point is to live in a place/village where we eat and live from that place, which we are obliged to obey all customary 

laws, such as customary law, ancestors, and God protect us. 

 

The two concepts of indigenous peoples are considered as a process of spatial planning because their determination in the Kei 

archipelago can be seen in Article 7 (seven) of the Law of Larvul Ngabal and in its philosophies which emphasize the existence of 

division of each territory for life and livelihood as well as acknowledgment of the property rights of others that should not be 

disturbed. Based on this philosophy, petuanans are basically divided into land and sea petuanans with clear boundaries and are 

recognized by each neighboring petuanan owner. The whole area (land and sea) is called petuanan Negeri, where the land is the 

same as a village or hamlet and in the Kei language it is called Ohoi. In Article 4 paragraph (1) of the Regional Regulation of 

Southeast Maluku Regency Number 03 of 2009 concerning Ratshap (Ratschaap) and Ohoi states that: "Ohoi is a territorial 

genealogical community unit that has territorial boundaries, functions to regulate and manage the interests of the community based 

on their rights. Ultimately, local origins, and customs are under Ratshap and carry out government duties in accordance with the 

provisions of the applicable laws. 

 

The spatial arrangement in the Kei Islands is basically the same, based on the division of the petuanian area. Southeast Maluku 

District Regulation Number 03 of 2009 concerning Ratshap (Ratschaap) and Ohoi in Article 59, states; 

 

Paragraph (2): "The boundary of the Ohoi/Ohoi Rat petuanan area shall be determined by a Regional Regulation keeping in mind 

the original rights according to local customary law and applicable laws and regulations". 

 

Paragraph (3): "The determination of the boundaries of the petuanian area as referred to in paragraph (2) is to provide legal certainty 

to the petuanian area”. 

 

The determining of petuanan boundaries at sea is much easier, it is enough just to draw a straight line from the land boundary of a 

village/village, from the land boundary line to the high seas area boundary. All customary territories and villages (Ohoi) in the Kei 

Islands use this method. A maritime petuanan disputes are also generally less common and easier to resolve. There are even some 

unique rules in the utilization of marine resources or products between different farms. For example, if there are marine products 

(fish or logs that are still good enough to be used as well as other living creatures) that die or are stranded in the marine boundary 

area of a customary territory or a village, then the marine product automatically becomes the property of all residents.  
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The customary territory concerned by Landlords or traditional elders from certain clans who are specifically tasked with handling 

marine petuanans. It will perform a traditional ceremony to ratify the ownership for all their petuanan residents over the marine 

products. Furthermore, the use of the results will be determined by a meeting of the density of the customary council. It is no one 

personally in the customary territory or village/village in question has the right to recognize it as his own. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

This research is a normative legal research, such research conducted to find the norms governing the process and form of spatial 

planning, in the Soin Hoor Arki and Vutwa Ohoitel Forests, for six months from June to November 2021. 

 

Respondents in this study were traditional leaders who were considered to understand and know the norms of the process and form 

of MHA spatial planning in Ohoi Hollat, Kilwair, Ohoiwirin, Tuburngil, and Yamtimur in Utan soin Hoor Arki and Utan Vutwa 

Ohoitel as many as 12 people. Based on purposive sampling, the determination by many more respondents. 

 

The data was required in this research study are primary and secondary data. Primary data obtained from respondents. Meanwhile, 

secondary data are mainly primary legal materials, such as the applicable laws and regulations related to the principles and forms 

of spatial planning; secondary legal materials. Furthermore, a literature can explains primary legal materials and tertiary legal 

materials, such as legal dictionaries, encyclopedias, and others. 

 

The data collection technique was carried out by interviewing with guidelines, in which many questions had been prepared, after 

which they were answered, they would be deepened, then for secondary data through the document study. 

 

Technical content analysis is a method used to determine the trend of communication content, there are two approaches that are 

often used, such as quantitative content analysis and qualitative content analysis. Content analysis was originally developed in the 

field of quantitative newspapers. The pioneer of content analysis is Harold D. Lasswell, the pioneer of the symbol coding technique, 

which is to systematically deface symbols or messages, then interpret them. 

 

While, the technical qualitative descriptive analysis is research to describe a variable related to the research problem without 

questioning the relationship between variables. Based on research by Bogdan & Taylor suggested that qualitative research is a 

research procedure that produces descriptive data in the form of written words/lisa from respondents and observed behavior. Data 

analysis activities include data reduction, simplification of data presentation, verification of research results and conclusions. This 

research is used by a qualitative descriptive research. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. The Spatial Planning Process of the Kei Customary Law Community 

 

In general, there are two main concepts of customary and other social arrangements that are elements in the spatial planning process 

in the Kei Islands and in Southeast Maluku Regency in particular. The Kei Islands, which still maintain the customary order, are 

mainly aimed at sustainable livelihoods related to the use of natural resources and social relations between their communities 

(hamlets or villages), including: Petuanan, which means "property rights”. 

 

The process of spatial planning for the Kei community is known as the division of the Petuanan area, which in the understanding 

of the local community is communal ownership rights (shared property rights). The boundaries of each petuanan are determined 

in various ways according to local history handed down from various generations, which is based on local knowledge and 

customary laws. For land petuanan, a limit in history is determined by the outermost point they can reach when they hunt and 

collect natural products, from the middle of the village to the forest. By stretching a straight line connecting the two points (the 

outermost and middle points of the village), a land-based petuanan space is determined. In its development, petuanan Darat 

underwent modifications after an agreement between neighboring villages. Marine petuan areas are defined by drawing a straight 

line from two land boundary points on the blue sea coastline. The outermost points on the high seas are defined by places where, 

when rowing during the day, they can no longer see the coastline. In some villages, the outer boundary is defined only by the 

starting point of the “blue water/deep sea”. The process of determining land spatial planning is different from marine spatial 

planning. 

 

The process of determining about area based on the nature and/or function of the area. The Kei people have wisdom in determining 

protected areas, prohibited areas (pamali), hunting areas, settlements, and others. Traditional leaders who are usually involved in 

the legitimacy of territorial control are orangkay, and/or soa as the main implementers, and are assisted by traditional officials, 

Tuan tan/nuhu met duan. In practice, the implementation of this authority is not limited to spatial planning, but also in the 

management of natural resources in a sustainable manner.  

 

The process of spatial planning has been carried out since the ancestors. Meanwhile, traditional institutions such as orangkay, soa, 

Tuan tan, Metu and are obligated to maintain and enforce rules and traditions. Those who lead the procession of natural resource 

sustainability are orangkay and or soa accompanied by Tuan Tan, Metuduan and Seniri. The institutions that apply to the protection 

of natural resources are referred to as yot or yutut in Larvhul Ngabal law. 
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Spatial planning in the Kei tribe is known as Batbatang Fit Roa Fit Nangan, in the implementation of spatial planning the principle 

is known as it dok foo hoi-it mian fo nuhu (everyone who lives in his place or hometown is responsible for everything that is there, 

because he live and taste all the produce that is in the village where he lives. 

 

The form of spatial arrangement (batbatang fit roa, fit nanan) in the Kei community consists of: 

 

Protected area 

Protected areas are primary forests (warain vaweon) in the Kei tradition called dok ba wain (seats and roads). This area is a 

protected area which is a primary forest area providing medicinal plants, water sources, and natural forest, as well as protected 

forest (warain and war ain vhavhovan. In this area, it is allowed for community members to hunt, take limited forest products, for 

daily use. 

 

A. Cultivation area consisting of uha rahnain, skirt fetar, hevhan tuvhun, ubut hook, hook wanga, moin tan, dokbawain. Uha 

rahnain area (house and yard), residential area, village (ohoi). 

 

B. Rok Fetar is a field / garden located near / outskirt of the village, the field / garden is often lined with stones or lutur (stones 

arranged to form a wall called Rok or Rok raan. Rok Fetar area is planted with vegetables, tubers such as taro, patatas, cassava 

for daily needs. 

 

C. Ubut Kait is an area of former fields/gardens for about 1.5-3 years that has been abandoned due to rotation of cultivation, and 

the former fields have grown back into trees and become forests, as well as former plants and tubers that grow and can be a 

source of food. In some villages in the Kei Islands, this area is called ibutkait (abandoned land). 

 

D. Kait Wanga is a former field/garden area that has been abandoned for decades, it has become a new (secondary) forest. This 

area is a source of wood, rattan, hunting grounds for daily life. 

 

E. Vhevhan Tuvhun is a special area because this area is planted with perennials, plantation crops such as coconut, cloves and 

nutmeg, and others. 

 

F. Moin Tan is an area where sago palms are mainly grown, which is one of the staple foods in addition to enbal (cassava) of 

the Kei tribe. 

 

G. Ruat met soin is a coastal area consisting of ngaan and loot. Ngaan is an area where the seabed can be reached by humans 

without the help of diving equipment. The water level in the Ngaan area is approximately 1.5 meters. While, the lot is a deep 

sea area that cannot be reached directly by humans, without the help of divers. 

 

Apart from that, there are also forms of spatial planning based on ownership, such: (1) Patuanan ohoi: petuanan kampung; 

 

In each Ohoi, there is an institution for the Head of the Village/Dusun, complete with a customary density called Seniri Dusun and 

its traditional elders. In each orangutan, there is an institution called Orang Kay (Village Head), several major clans (soa) as well 

as Seniri Desa and their traditional elders. As for the Lor level, there is a Raja (Head of Customary Territory), a collection of 

several major clans (soa) and Seniri Complete and their traditional elders. 

 

The positions in the adat government are distributed equally among all the original faam (marga) that make up the government. 

Furthermore, these positions will be continued by straight descendants in the male line with priority over the eldest son. The 

positions in the Kei custom are: 

 

1. Rat or King, is as a head of government in a ratschaap. Their duties include coordinating government tasks carried out by the 

kei people, resolving all problems that cannot be resolved by the kay people including violations of culture as well as 

maintaining and defending culture and law. 

 

2. Kapitan (Akbitan) and Major, are positions for warlords. His duty to assist the king in resolving violations of customary law, 

especially in matters of war. 

 

3. Orang Kay (village head), is the head of government at the Ohoi level which oversees several hamlets. The KEI people are 

tasked with leading the administration of government in their territory and regulating and resolving matters relating to adat. 

 

4. Tuan Tan (Toran Nuhu) is a landlord with the task of paying attention to land boundaries. Tuan tan's role will be seen in forest 

clearing, planting or harvesting agricultural or marine products. 

 

5. Dir’u, Ham Wang (Wawat) is a very well-spoken leader and is considered fair in doing distributions. His advice and 

experiences are very much heard for the common good. 

 

6. The Seniri Council is a representative council consisting of heads of faam (marga). His job is to give advice on government 

to the rich. 
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7. Mitu Duan (Idol Leader) serves as the leader of traditional ceremonies, leading prayers and offerings (offerings) as well as 

asking for safety for all members of the community. 

 

8. Marinyo is a position for all villages in charge of announcing orders from superiors to the community. 

 

9. Soa head (hamlet head) is a position that is almost the same as the position of a rich person, but limited to the hamlet area. 

The head of the soa oversees one or several clans, his duties include guarding the boundaries of a village for land grabbing 

carried out by other villages or hamlets. 

 

(2) Patuanan Rahan faam/buuk faam: patuanan clan (soa); 

Head of Faam is the position of clan head, that many of his duties are internal to the clan. His duties include leading the clan to 

carry out mutual cooperation (maren), leading the deliberation, and being able to take legal action for and on behalf of the clan 

based on a deliberation agreement with all clan members. 

 

(3) Patuanan guides riin matan; pate family guide. 

In the Kei tribal society, there is family ownership that can be divided and cannot be divided. What cannot be shared are treasures 

and objects of magical value, customary titles belonging to relatives cannot be shared among all members, including land which 

is collectively owned. But there are also personal items that can be shared. 

 

MHA Spatial Planning Contribution to National Spatial Planning 

 

The process and form of spatial planning for indigenous peoples, especially in the Utan Soin Hoor Arki and Utan Wutwa Ohoitel 

Customary Areas, is carried out with serious attention to environmental factors. The contribution of the Kei community's spatial 

planning based on the fit roa fit stem. One of the institutions in spatial planning is yot or yutut. 

 

The practice of yot or yutut is to prohibit the exploitation of certain natural resources during certain seasons with various traditional 

processions. Yot or yutut or what is known in general is sasi, a customary law institution that regulates and prohibits the exploitation 

of natural resources within a certain time. 

 

According to Roberth Souhali, sasi adat is meant in the form of a sign or symbol that people do not arbitrarily or do bad deeds to 

objects or belongings of other people or in certain places, including humans. The term sasi itself is not a permanent but temporary 

prohibition and a form of control in managing natural resources on land and at sea; a customary institution to regulate the use and 

ownership of natural resources in a particular area. 

 

Sasi (culture) for the Kei tribe is interpreted as; (1) taking products from nature with sustainable principles, (2) regulating human 

relations with nature and between humans in the territory, (3) maintaining social manners and obtaining equitable distribution of 

results from natural resources, and (4) restoring rights other civil. 

 

In line with this definition, according to Lokolo, the purpose of implementing sasi adat is philosophical in regulating the limitation 

of rights as follows: 

 

a. Provide general instructions about human behavior, to provide boundaries about people's rights, 

b. Expressing women's rights side and status in society 

c. Preventing crimes, such as theft and others, 

d. Natural resources are evenly distributed, in order to prevent conflicts between villages, 

e. Regulating management methods on land and at sea for the common good, 

f. Reforestation, preservation (conservation). 

 

The contribution of local wisdom in spatial planning in the sustainable management of natural resources, in Larvhul Ngabal law is 

included in the Hawear Balwirin law. Hawear balwirin is carried out to provide protection for flora, fauna, both on land and at sea. 

Hawear balwirin institutions are carried out, among others: (1) for lola, taripang, fish and several other biota; (2) coconut tree or 

other trees, whose fruit or production usually brings income to the community and for public financing purposes in the concerned 

Ohoi, (3) yot or yutut are also used to prohibit people from using land that is still problematic and so on. Yot or Yutut which is his 

visualization on hawear balwirin, namely the law is intended to restore property rights that have been violated by others. The 

restoration of these rights was marked by the installation of woven yellow coconut leaves from the nar-nar or nur vad matlak 

coconut trees and the ties of red cloth on ainum wood. 

 

Sasi is expected to regulate people's behavior in utilizing natural resources and if there is a violation of all types of sasi, they will 

get customary sanctions (punishments). This is based on the seventh article in Larwul Ngabal's law which reads "Hira I ni fo I ni, 

it did fo it did" which means that what belongs to people is still theirs, ours is still ours. Violations of general sasi (called hawear), 

namely sasi with woven leaves, will be subject to heavy, medium and light fines. The degree of sanction is decided and considered 

in the local Customary Council (Seniri) session.  

 

There are several basic criteria in determining the fine, including:  

1) One lela (ancient cannon) or 3 tahil Kei gold.  

2) Bear the cost of the case, the amount of which is determined by the session of the Customary Council.  
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3) Other forms of punishment, the amount of which is adjusted to the considerations of the Customary Council session in the last 

20 years ago with no more violation. The community is increasingly aware and increasingly understands the meaning of resource 

conservation. 

 

This local wisdom is synergistic with legislation in the field of environment and spatial planning. For example, local governments 

form and stipulate regional regulations that recognize the application of customary law norms to provide protection for community 

rights while at the same time providing protection for natural resources, as well as contributing to patterns of protection and 

cultivation in the constellation of sustainable development. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The process of spatial planning started from the ancestors, when there was a consensus between indigenous peoples and their 

leaders in the density of the customary council (Saniri) to carry out the process of determining an area based on its designation. 

 

The form of spatial planning of the Kei Indigenous Law Community is as follows: (1) Varain Vaweon: primary forest area; (2) 

Warin: permanent production forest area; (3) Hooks: garden area; (4) Skirt: garden area near the village; (5) 7: The sago hamlet 

area; (6) Hook/Ve/Vee Ohoi Murin: garden area around the village; (7) Ohoi: village area; (8) Ruat met soin: Coastal area. Apart 

from that, there are also forms of spatial planning based on ownership, namely: (1) Patuanan ohoi: petuanan kampung; (2) Patuanan 

Rahan faam/buuk faan: patuanan clan (soa); (3) Patuanan guides riin matan; family guide. The contribution of Batang fit roa fit 

nanan for national development is the local wisdom of sasi in the law of hawear balwirin in spatial planning. 
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